INTRODUCTION
Calcium chloride is an important component of many natural waters and of aqueous fluids in industrial processes. Hence it is important to have accurate expressions for the thermodynamic properties, not only of pure aqueous CaCI2, but also of mixed solutions containing that salt. The general success of ion interaction (Pitzer) equations ' for mixtures at relatively high ionic strength makes it most desirable to have the appropriate parameters for CaCI2 on a basis valid to as high concentration as is feasible. In the original fitting of ion interaction equations to many electrolytes, Pitzer and Mayorga (3) limited their fit for CaCI2 to molality 2.5 (I ffi 7.5) whereas their fits of MgCI2 and $rC12 were satisfactory to molality 4 mol-kg "1 or higher. Additional isopiestic measurements at 25~ have now been published (4'5) for CaCI~, hence it seems desirable to consider these new data and to attempt to obtain a good representation to at least 4 mol-kg "1 with the standard form of equation including only the second and third virial coefficients as well as the Deybe-HUckel term.
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In addition to the new measurements at 25~ Holmes, Baes and Mesmer,~6) have reported isopiestic data up to 200~ for aqueous CaC12 and fitted these results to the ion interaction equation. Thus it is now possible to combine these high-temperature parameters with the revised values for 25~ and with the results of a new calculation for the enthalpy of dilution to obtain a comprehensive set of equations for aqueous CaC12 up to about 4 mol-kg -~.
The solubility of CaCI 2 extends much higher to about 9 mol-kg 1. We will discuss the nature of these very concentrated solutions, and note that Rogers ~7) has developed an ion interaction equation valid for the entire range. Her equation, which extends through the sixth virial coefficient, is very valuable when required, but the simpler equation presented here will be more convenient yet adequate for many applications.
DATA AND EQUATIONS
The ion interaction equations in the formulation of Pitzer and his associates have been presented for the general valence type in various publications. ~1' 8) For convenient reference, the forms simplified for a pure 2-1 salt and for the quantities of immediate interest are given below.
where ~ and 3' are the osmotic and activity coefficients, *L is the apparent molal enth_alpy, Ar and A H are the appropriate Debye-HUckel parameters, c9) b and a are general parameters equal to 1.2 kg~-mol -n and 2.0 kg~-mol -n, respectively,/3 c0)/3 o), and C ~ are the specific ion interaction parameters for CaCIz while/3 C0)L, /3 mL, and C *L are their temperature derivatives which appear in the equation for the enthalpy.
